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ISLAMABAD: Following expiry of tax amnesty scheme, the Federal Board of Revenue 
(FBR) has decided to serve notices on hundreds of individuals having rental income 
from expensive properties in the UK.  
 
Sources told Business Recorder here on Friday that UK tax authorities have shared full 
details of Pakistanis owning properties and earning rental income with the FBR along 
with their addresses and telephone numbers.  
 
Sources said, “We have worked out details and will start sending out tax notices very 
soon.” The FBR has obtained information from the UK Tax authorities with the 
assistance of Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) as 
exchange of information became operational and now it would start enforcement 
action.  
 
On July 16, 2018, the FBR had announced that the FBR has obtained information in 
respect of immovable properties owned by Pakistanis in the United Kingdom (UK) with 
the assistance of Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) 
and UK Tax Authorities.  
 
All concerned Large Taxpayers Units (LTUs) and Regional Taxpayers Offices (RTOs) 
have been instructed to send tax notices to these 600 to 700 individuals mainly 
belonging to Karachi, Lahore, Islamabad and other parts of the country to ascertain 
whether they are return filers or not. If they will be found non-filers then action would be 
taken as per law.  
 
Sources said that the FBR developed a centralized system to monitor progress on these 
dispatched tax notices in a bid to remove element of harassment. The FBR can track 
down progress on these tax notices while sitting in its offices in Islamabad.  
 
Under confidentiality clauses, the FBR cannot disclose exact number and details of the 
obtained information from the UK Tax authorities under the OECD mechanism. 
However, the sources said if confidentiality clauses are breached, then the FBR would 
not be able to get any future information so the tax authorities have ensured security 
and foolproof arrangements to protect the information from any leaks.  
 
The FBR has placed a standardized software for receiving first batch of thousands of 
cases of Pakistanis through automatic exchange portal from the OECD to seek financial 



data of assets and bank accounts abroad.  
 
The FBR has placed software with the grant of UK based Department for International 
Development (DFID) for receiving information through automatic exchange portal from 
OECD forum and all the required mechanisms are in place to use the information 
against those who have not availed the amnesty scheme for declaration of foreign 
assets.  
 
Meanwhile, the latest data revealed that the total 82,848 declarants whitened assets 
valuing Rs 2.5 trillion through domestic and foreign tax amnesty schemes as 5,363 
availed foreign tax amnesty and 77,485 got domestic amnesty.  


